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Lesson Objectives 

 Describe regulated wastes (accepted and 

prohibited) 

 Provide a general list of prohibited wastes 

 Discuss special handling and disposal 

requirements 

 Provide guidelines for haz waste screening 

program 

 Role of public sector in acceptance and 

screening program 



Regulatory Requirements 

 Both EPA and NYSDEC require 

Hazardous Waste screening programs, 

to include: 

 Random inspections of loads 

 Records of inspections 

 Personnel training 

 Procedures for notifying appropriate officials 



Unauthorized/Prohibited wastes 



Prohibited waste creates problems 

 Liability associated 
with future release 
of contaminants to 
the environment 

 

 Special handling 
procedures and 
additional disposal 
costs 

 



Unauthorized waste creates problems 

 Poor publicity 
(media) 

 

 Worker injury 

 

 Increase in 
compliance 
costs 

 



Hazmat incident 



So, we need procedures to 

 Identify 
prohibited wastes 

 Define how to 
handle these 
wastes 

 Define alternate 
options 

 Develop public 
information 
program 

 Continuously 
screen wastes at 
the site  

 



What is allowed? 

 Very 

basically, we 

can accept 

Non-

Hazardous 

Solid Waste. 

 

 



So then, what is not allowed? 



Hazardous Wastes 

A waste is considered to be 
“Hazardous” if either of 
two things is true 

 

 It is listed.  The DEC and 
EPA maintain lists of 
wastes which pose 
significant risk to human 
health and the 
environment. 
 40 CFR part 261 



Hazardous Wastes 

Wastes which exhibit one or more of the 4 

characteristics: 

 Ignitability: flash point below 140 degrees F 

 Corrosivity: pH below 2, greater than 12.5 

 Reactivity:  normally unstable, reacts 

violently with water, or is a cyanide or sulfide 

bearing substance 

 Toxicity:  exceeds TCLP thresholds for 

certain contaminants, i.e heavy metals 



 Household Hazardous Exemption 

 

 Materials that are generated by or derived 

from a household (regular trash) 

 Would be considered ‘hazardous’ if they 

were generated by a commercial, industrial, 

or manufacturing activity.  

 Exempt from State and Federal regulations   

 *Household can mean single or multiple 

residences, motels, ranger stations, campgrounds, 

or recreational areas 

**If possible, direct HHW to a special event  



Types of Waste 



Wastes containing PCBs 

 Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

 PCBs are suspected carcinogens that 
do not break down in the environment 

 May be found in: 

 Capacitors 

 Transformers 

 Circuit breakers 

 Hydraulic machines, pumps 

 >50ppm is Hazardous 

 



Pesticides 

 Disposal of pesticide containers and 
unwanted pesticides that are not regulated 
hazardous wastes is regulated under 
NYSDEC Section 325.4. 

 Empty , non-combustible triple rinsed 
containers may be disposed of in landfill. 

 Small quantities by residents okay, as long 
as label does not prohibit land burial. 

 Larger quantities prohibited, and should be 
returned to supplier or handled as haz 
waste. 

 



Liquid Wastes 
*prohibited 

Paint filter test:  add 100ml of sample to 400 micron paint filter.  Anything passes 

through in 5 minutes, fail 



Radioactive waste 

 Low-level 
radioactive waste, 
processed and 
concentrated 
(NORM) waste, or 
nuclear accelerator-
produced 
radioactive material 
(NARM) waste are 
prohibited. 

 Waste, excluding 
firebrick, which 
exhibits a 
concentration 
greater than 25 
pCi/g of radium-226 
is prohibited; 

 More on this later 



Septage 

May pose health risks.  

Basically liquid waste 

Prohibited, unless 

authorized by the 

Department.  Would 

have to be stabilized 

and dewatered and 

pass the paint filter 

test. 



Electronics 

 Disposal Ban: Beginning January 1, 

2015, consumers may no longer dispose 

of certain types of electronic equipment in 

landfills, waste-to-energy facilities, in the 

trash, or at curbside for trash pickup. 

http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/66872.html
http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/66872.html


Tires are prohibited 



Other things you can’t take 

 Biomedical wastes 

 Lead acid and Rechargeable batteries 

 Bulk quantities of used oil 

 Mercury thermostats 

 Locally prohibited materials, potentially 

included yard wastes, large animal 

carcasses, recyclables, etc… 
 



Wastes requiring special handling 



Tanks, Drums 
 Acceptable for 

disposal if ends 

are removed, 

crushed and 

cleaned. 

 

 DEC regulations 

at MSW landfills 

prohibit 

acceptance of 

sealed drums 

 



Sludge 
 Per Part 363, to 

dispose of 

sludge in the 

landfill the 

sludge must be 

stabilized, no 

free liquids per 

Paint Filter 

Liquids Test, min 

20% solids.  



Bulky waste 

 May require special handling, and you 

may have rules to minimize its 

acceptance.   

 

 For example, large equipment, concrete 

slabs, etc.   



Screening Team 



Key Personnel 
 Landfill waste 

coordinator does 

initial screening 

of incoming 

waste, including 

administrative 

review of 

analytical, 

generator site 

visits, etc.   



Know your customers 

 Make sure you have a good knowledge 
of what is normal for your customers, 
and what is not 

 Be proactive – visit facility generators 
and understand what they are bringing 

 Require testing if you want.  Verify that a 
waste stream is non-hazardous 

 Communicate with them.  Keep them 
aware of new requirements, and be 
aware of their process changes. 



Disposal Application 

 Develop  a waste profile for a specific 
waste stream 

 Require information that you need to 
determine whether  a material is suitable: 
 MSDS 

 Physical State (sludge, powder, etc.) 

 Transporter information – who’s hauling it 

 Special handling instructions  

 

 *it is the responsibility of the landfill operator to 
verify that all wastes received are suitable for 
disposal at their facilities. 



Generator Name, contact info: 

 

Approved/Disapproved 

 

Process Generating Waste 

 

Physical State/ Description of 

Waste 

 

Note field for special handling 

requirements 

 

Waste Transporter  information 

 

Generator Acknowledgement 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Key Personnel  
 Scale Attendant reviews any shipping 

documents or approvals before admitting 
waste into the site.   



Key Personnel  

 Operating Face 

personnel look 

for 

inconsistencies 

in the waste 

stream. Part 

360 regs. 

Require load 

inspections be 

done weekly. 



Visual 

 Waste 
screening 
includes visual 
checks at the 
working face by 
the operators, 
checking 
paperwork that 
comes in with 
the loads, 
random load 
inspections after 
unloading. 





Key Personnel  

 Environmental 

Coordinator.  

May be 

helpful.   



Unacceptable Wastes.  What do 

you do? 

 Notify internal site management 

 Notify generator of waste 

 Notify governing agencies (NYSDEC) 

 Segregate and secure area 

 Document 

 

 





Public education 

 You must educate the public, since they 

are your customers. 

 Need to know the rules, and know what 

you do. 



Record Keeping 

 Make sure that you keep waste 

approvals onsite so they are available 

for review by staff and/or regulators 

 Follow record retention requirements 

established by USEPA and/or NYSDEC 

(7 years) 

 Generator is responsible for the waste 

from cradle to grave 



Waste Screening in Review 

 Maintain and Prominently display lists of 
acceptable/unacceptable /special handling wastes 

 Have alternate disposal plan for unacceptable 
wastes 

 Prepare information materials to educate the general 
public on unacceptable wastes 

 Know which tests are required 

 Know which documents must accompany loads 

 Establish contact with waste haulers and generators 
before they arrive at your scale 

 Train your personnel in waste screening techniques 

 Keep your records up to date 

 





Topics 

 Basics  

 

 New Part 360’s require us to install a 

fixed radiation detection unit.  

 

 Example protocol and setup 

 

 Experiences - investigation 

 

 



ra·di·a·tion 

 ˌrādēˈāSH(ə)n/ 

1.the emission of energy as 

electromagnetic waves or as 

moving subatomic particles, 

especially high-energy particles that 

cause ionization. 

 



Types of Radiation 



Gamma Rays 



Key Terms 

 Background– this is the ambient reading 

at the site.  Should be taken daily in the 

morning and tracked.  Ours ranges from 

2 – 4, and changes daily. 

 Sigma alarm – alarms when a sudden 

spike in background is detected. 

 Investigation Level – Level at which we 

are required to determine source of 

radiation in a load. 

 

 



Key Terms 

 Isotope - a radioactive form of a 

particular element.   

 K-40,Ra-226, Am-241, Io-131 

 Kcps (thousand counts per second, 

units your detector may read) 

 pCi/g – picocuries per gram.  Measure 

of concentration of radioactivity in a 

sample 

 

 

 



Things you will see 

Types: 

 NORM:  Naturally Occurring Radioactive 
Materials 
 Can not be processed or concentrated. Examples 

would be rock, gypsum, sand blast media, ceramics, 
colored glass.  Acceptable in the landfill.  

 

 Medical Use Isotopes 
 Such as Iodine-131, technicium-99m or other short 

half-lived isotopes.  Acceptable if they have been 
excreted (diapers), but NOT acceptable if in vials or 
syringes. 



Radiation, cont. 

 Processed and Concentrated NORM 

Media such as filter or evaporator 

sludges, furnace slag, pipe scale in 

which the concentration of 

radioactive isotopes has been 

increased by application of heat, 

filtration or chemical extraction.  

NOT ACCEPTABLE 



Radioactive Materials. 

 NORM can be accepted. 

Industrial, commercial, 

military and 

processed/concentrated 

naturally occurring 

cannot. 



Radioactive Materials. 

 Industrial, military or commercial 
use radioactive isotopes may NOT 
be accepted into the landfill. 
Examples are luminous dials or 
markers (radium), static eliminators 
or thickness gauges (strontium-90, 
krypton-85, etc.), non-destructuive 
testing or medical sources (cesium-
137, cobalt-60, iridium-192, etc), 
uranium counterweights, exit signs, 
commercial smoke detectors, 
thoriated aircraft engines, welding 
rods, etc. Inadvertent or purposeful 
disposal of such materials must be 
reported to the NYSDEC and 
NYSDOT.  



Section 363-7.1 Operating 

Requirements  

 (a)(5) Radioactive waste detection 

procedures and requirements.  

 



 (i)  Landfills which accept MSW or 

drilling and production wastes must 

install and operate a fixed radiation 

detection unit at a location appropriate 

for the monitoring of all incoming waste. 



Scale Mounted Detector 
The Model 375P-1000 is a Digital Model 375 Controller coupled to two 

shielded 7866 cm² (480 in²) plastic scintillator detectors. The detectors 

are encased in weather tight enclosures suitable for the outdoor 

environment, while the 375 Controller is normally mounted to a wall 

indoors near an operator.  



Other systems  



 (ii) The investigation alarm setpoint of 

the radiation detector must be set at 

least two times but no greater than five 

times site background radiation levels. 



Radiation 
Monitoring 
 

 (iii) Background radiation readings at the 

facility must be measured and recorded 

at least daily. 

 

 We see between 2 – 4 kcps 



Radiation 
Monitoring 
 

 (iv) Field checks of the radiation detector utilizing a 

known radiation source must be performed and 

recorded at least weekly. 

 

 
10 u Ci    

Cs-137 



Radiation 
Monitoring 
 

 (v) The radiation detector must be calibrated 

at least annually or more often as 

recommended by the manufacturer, and 

documentation describing the calibration 

must be maintained at the facility. 

 

○ Done by a qualified service rep. 



Radiation 

Monitoring 
 

 (vi) Each instance in which the radiation 

detector is triggered by a waste load must 

be documented and reported to the 

department within 24 hours. Recorded 

information must include the date the waste 

was received, transporter name, origin of 

the waste, truck number or other identifying 

marking, detector reading, disposition of the 

waste, and date of disposition. 



Alarm Report 

Must complete 

one for each 

alarm.  Include 

all the 

information 

requested, and 

send it to the 

DEC. 



Our setup - detectors 



Monitor 



Handheld detector 



Isotope identifier 



Review of Isotopic analysis 

 “As you can see from the 
screen captures provided, 
the isotope in the unknown 
is once again Iodine-
131.  Once administered to 
the patient, any I-131 
excreted is considered 
unregulated and can be 
disposed of without 
concern. With an 8 day half 
life, this material will be 
indistinguishable from 
background after about 60 
days.” 

 



Sensitivity 



Investigation 



Investigation 



Investigation 



Other things 

 Diffuse or Concentrated? 

 

  Dump load or identify in the truck?  Up 

to you. 

 

 Avoid the potential situation of having to 

deal with the rejected load. 

 

 

 

 




